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has, no doubt, been saying the syllables "ma ma" or "da da" for
some time. His first use of them was probably without any par-
ticular reference to mother and father. They were simply the
first consonant sounds he could make, his earlier sounds being
those of vowels, "aa" and 4<oo," with occasionally the use of the
consonant ag," as in "goo." It was, no doubt, baby himself who
coined the words "mamma," "papa," and "daddy," and this is
doubtless why the first words of a baby are the same in every
language. Soon there is evidence that he is using these words
intelligently, and he adds others, as "bye-bye." At one year he
usually has in his vocabulary a number of simple syllabic words
—syllables peculiar to himself—that mean mother, daddy, sis-
ter, brother, grandma, and other familiar persons and things.
By such simple words as "home," "walk," "go," he indicates
his wants. From eighteen months to two years he begins putting
words together to make sentences. From this time on his ability
to talk increases rapidly. This ability varies greatly in normal
babies, and failure to talk does not necessarily mean lack of
mental ability. Some very normal children do not talk until they
are two years old or more, but give every other evidence that
they understand what is said to them. One little girl we knew
worried her parents very much because of her failure to talk
until nearly the age of three years; but she showed no lack of
normal development in any other respect as compared with other
children of her age. Girls, true to their femininity, seem to talk
earlier than boys. When baby talks and what he says must
naturally depend much upon the amount and character of the
conversation that is carried on in his presence and often directed
to him.
Teeth* At one year baby usually has at least six teeth, though
occasionally we find a child who seems very normal and is only
beginning to cut his teeth at this age. This delay in dentition
should be very thoroughly investigated, and special pains should
be taken to see that baby is getting all the mineral-supplying
foods he should have,—plenty of milk and vegetables,—with
sun baths and cod-liver oil. See page 230. He may have more
than six teeth at twelve months; he may have twelve. The table
on the following page shows the usual order of dentition.

